Abstract. Let T be a bounded linear operator from a complex Banach space 9C into itself. Let &T and <&$■ denote the weak closure of the polynomials and the rational functions (with poles outside the spectrum a'T) of T) in T, respectively. The lattice LatfflJ-of (closed) invariant subspaces of 8% is a very particular subset of the invariant subspace lattice Lat &T = Lat T of T. It is shown that: (1) If the resolvent set of T has finitely many components, then Lat ££7-is a clopen (i.e., closed and open) sublattice of Lat T, with respect to the "gap topology" between subspaces. In what follows, 9C will denote a Banach space over the complex field C; operator and subspace will mean bounded linear map from a Banach space into itself and closed linear manifold, respectively. We shall consider invariant subspace lattices under the topology induced by the "gap between subspaces", i.e., the metric in the family of all subspaces of % defined by d(%x, %¡) = Hausdorff distance between the closed unit ball of the subspace 9C, and the closed unit ball of the subspace %2. The Banach algebra of all operators in % will be denoted by £(%). Key words and phrases. Invariant subspace, analytically invariant subspace, bi-invariant subspace, lattice, spectrum, gap topology, restriction of an operator, operator induced on the quotient space, semi-Fredholm operator, index.
1. Properties of the lattice Lat (%.. The study of the lattice Lat \% (the analytically invariant subspaces of T) began in [5] . This article is based on and complements the results contained there. In what follows, 9C will denote a Banach space over the complex field C; operator and subspace will mean bounded linear map from a Banach space into itself and closed linear manifold, respectively. We shall consider invariant subspace lattices under the topology induced by the "gap between subspaces", i.e., the metric in the family of all subspaces of % defined by d(%x, %¡) = Hausdorff distance between the closed unit ball of the subspace 9C, and the closed unit ball of the subspace %2. The Banach algebra of all operators in % will be denoted by £(%).
Let 2 be a subset of £(9C). It is well known (see [1] ; [5] ; [6, Chapter IV]) that (Lat 2, d ) is a complete metric space; therefore, Lat ét^-is always a closed subset of Lat T. We shall show that, under suitable restrictions on the spectrum of T, Lat SfT is also open in Lat T.
Theorem 1. Let T E £(%). For each X in the resolvent set p(T) = C \ o(T)
of T, there exists a constant r(T, X) > 0 such that ¿(9It, 91) > r(T, X) for all 9H E Lat T n Lat(7 -A)"1 and all 91 E Lat T \ Lat(7 -A)-1. In particular, Lat T n Lat(7 -A)-1 is a clopen sublattice of'Lat T. Then (see [6, p. 198]) 8 (%x, %2)<d (%x, %) < 28 (%x, %); if % D % and 9C, ^ %, then it follows from Riesz' lemma that 8(%x, %) -d(%x, %) = 1.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that A = 0, i.e., that T is invertible. Let 9H E Lat T n Lat T~x and % E Lat T \ Lat T~x; then (see [5] Proof. It is enough to recall that &aT is generated by 7 and {(T -X,,)-1}, where the (possibly empty) countable set {\,} has exactly one point in common with each bounded component of C \ o (7; &T) [5] . Now the result follows immediately from Theorem 1. □ Remark. Since o(T) c o(T; &T) and o(T; &T)\o(T) is the union of a (possibly empty) subfamily of bounded components of p(T), it easily follows that Lat &aT is clopen in Lat T whenever p(T) has finitely many components (see [5] for details).
Example A. Let T be the bilateral shift "multiplication by eix" acting on L2(dD, dm), where D denotes the unit disc of the complex plane, dD and D " are the boundary and the closure of D, respectively, and dm = dx/ltt is the normalized Lebesgue measure on dD. Then (see [2] , [3] (ii) (Lat T)' is another sublattice of Lat T. The topological properties of (Lat T)' are very far from those of Lat &"T. Indeed, [uH2: u E ¿"^«(e'*)! -1 (a.e.)} is an arcwise connected subset of Lat T.
(iii) The operator theoretical properties of these two lattices are also very different. In fact, Lat <SfT is a reflexive lattice in the sense of H. Radjavi and P. Rosen thai [8] . On the contrary, if A E t(L2) leaves invariant every subspace in (Lat T)', then (see [4, §3] )yl G (tT and, therefore, Lat A c Lat T t6 (Lat T)'; i.e., (Lat T)' is not reflexive.
(iv) Let x be the characteristic function of the upper half part of dD and let 91L, = H2, giLj = (1 -2X)H2. Then [2] , [3] 9!t" % G Lat T \ Lat <2?T, 911, n 9Í2 ■ {0} and closure (^ + <iR2) = L2 (this property implies that the hypothesis "^ + ^ is closed" of Theorem 4 below cannot be relaxed).
2. Analytically invariant subspaces and the spectrum of T. Our next two theorems are consequences of the results contained in [5, § §2 and 6] . Recall that T E £(%) is a semi-Fredholm operator if it has closed range and either dim ker T or codim ran T -dim90/ T% is finite; in that case, the index of T is defined by ind T = dim ker T-codim ran T. The reader is referred to [6, Chapter IV] for the properties of the semi-Fredholm operators. Since A E 0(7), (7 -A)9H is closed; in fact, it is aproper subspace of 91L, and therefore (R -A) is a semi-Fredholm operator of negative index because ker(R -A) c ker(7 -A) = {0}. On the other hand, (7 -A)_maps % onto % and, therefore, (7-A) maps 90/911 onto 90/9H, i.e., (7-A^is a semi- (ii) // 9H E Lat &T(A) and % is a subspace of 91L, then 91 E Lat &R(A) implies that 91 E Lat &T(A).
Example D. Let Sa and Sß be injective unilateral weighted shifts in I2 such that the operator L = S* © S$ E £(l2 © I2) satisfies the relations <£L = @?L =£ &l = &L (for a concrete numerical example, see [7] ). Assume that Sa (Sß, resp.) is defined in the usual way with respect to the orthonormal basis {en)<?_0 of I2 © {0} ({/X_0 of {0} © I2, resp.). Then ker L = {Xe0 + ii/0: X, p G C} G Lat &L = Lat &L' 0-e-^er L is actually a hyperinvariant subspace), and the orthogonal projection P of I2 © /2 onto /2 © {0} belongs to &l'. Clearly, every one-dimensional subspace of ker L belongs to Lat 6E£. On the other hand, since P G &'¿, Lat ££¿ splits with respect to the above direct sum decomposition, i.e., if 911 G Lat &£, then 91L = P91L © (/ -P)91t (see [5, §5] ). It is not hard to conclude that L has exactly two one-dimensional bi-invariant subspaces: the ones generated by e0 and by/". 
